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The state of the art in property-process relationships in the laser polymerpowder bed fusion (LPPBF) subcategory
of powder bed fusion (PBF) has derived relationships between the energy supplied and polymer thermal prop-
erties governing melting and degradation, so-called the “energy melt ratio (EMR).” The EMR provides a frame-
work for process parameter value selection based solely on melting behavior. However, coalescence, and not
merely melting, is the basis for mechanical properties in LPPBF printed parts. The authors present a method for
(1) predicting polymer coalescence based on transient temperature profiles resulting from a combination of
LPPBF process parameter values and (2) connecting the predicted coalescence response to the observed onset
of a plateau in mechanical properties. This work tests the hypothesis that the observed onset of a mechanical
property plateau correspondswith a transition in consolidation physics. Complete coalescencemust be achieved
prior to the onset of physical gelation. For this work, in situ transient temperature profiles were obtained using
infrared thermography. Coalescence prediction, via the Upper-convected Maxwell model, and physical gelation
prediction, via Lauritzen-Hoffman and Avrami equations, were found to successfully identify LPPBF parameter
combinations resulting in parts with density and tensile strength inside the plateau region. The hypothesis
that the plateau occurs at the onset of closed pore morphology is supported.
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1. Introduction

Powder bed fusion (PBF) additive manufacturing (AM) is one of
seven technology families classified by ASTM/ISO 52900 [1]. PBF repeats
the sub-functions of (1) powder recoating, (2) energy input/absorption,
and (3) particle consolidation to fabricate objects on a layer-by-layer
basis. Consolidation, or “fusion”, must occur in both neighboring parti-
cles within one layer and across layers, to form mechanically robust
3D structures. This manuscript focuses on the most prevalent polymer
ept depiction of powder consolidation inside one layer and from one layer into a pr
re reached following laser scanning, Θ(t) is the time-dependent angle between co
m its initial diameter, a0. The coalescence process takes place over some timespan
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PBF sub-category, laser polymer powder bed fusion (LPPBF) (a.k.a. poly-
mer laser sintering), in which consolidation occurs via particles melting
and flowing together through a selective increase in molecular motion
caused by a scanning infrared (IR) laser beam (conceptually depicted
in Fig. 1). The work presented in this manuscript describes a method
for predicting the extent of consolidation from experimentally mea-
sured temperature profiles resulting from laser scanning during LPPBF
manufacturing. Additionally, the predicted extent of consolidation is
connected tomechanical performance of printed parts via the threshold
that delimits twomodes of consolidation: viscous coalescence and bub-
ble diffusion.

Consolidation in LPPBF governs final part density, and thereby me-
chanical and other performance properties. Partial particle fusion re-
sults in an inhomogeneous structure full of defects. The effect of
partial melting (and its influence on mechanical properties) for LPPBF
nylon-12 has been reported in literature by Zarringhalamand coauthors
[2,3]. Additional research has attributed poor mechanical properties to
insufficient particle coalescence [4,5].

Fig. 2a–b depicts aggregated ultimate and yield tensile strength as a
function of surface energy density reported from published literature of
LPPBF-processed nylon-12. The trend among all published data cited in
Fig. 2a–b matches the description given by Starr, et al.: an initial steep
slope followed by a region where tensile properties are generally inde-
pendent of energy density [6]. Although Starr, et al. observed the trend,
they did not hypothesize a rationale for its occurrence. Sincemechanical
and other performance properties are governed by density, the authors
hypothesize the change in scaling behavior between the mechanical
properties and “manufacturing energy” shown in Fig. 2a–b is a reflec-
tion of a change in the consolidation behavior of polymer particles.

Verbelen and coauthors used their developed, dimensionless nor-
malization factor, the energy melt ratio (EMR), to correlate and explain
the process-property relationship between LPPBF laser parameters and
ultimate tensile properties. The EMR is the ratio of laser energy to the
energy required to melt a defined control volume of polymer powder
at a predetermined chamber temperature. Theoretically, printing parts
using an EMR at or above one will result in full particle melting; how-
ever, Vasquez, et al. reported maximum tensile properties at EMR
close to 4.0 [7]. This implies that, although an EMR of 1.0 results in mol-
ten particles, additional energy is required for full coalescence andmax-
imum properties. By example, Chatham and coauthors use the EMR to
predict the range of acceptable energy densities for printing poly
(phenylene sulfide) [13]. However, they note that theminimum energy
for melting (EMR = 1) did not produce a homogeneously coalesced
layer of particles and suggest the low prediction may be improved
through incorporating rheological properties into the process parame-
ter value selection process.
evious layer during LPPBF. Tb is the temperature of the powder bed, Tmax is the maximum
alescing particles, a(Θ) is the particle diameter which changes as neighboring particles
t0 to tf.



Fig. 2.Collected (a) ultimate tensile and (b) yield data frompublished literature plotted as a function of energy density. Data aggregated from [2,5–10] and thepresentwork. (c) Illustrative
depiction of polymer powder consolidation segmented into three regimes: (I) elastic force dominated neck formation, (II) viscous force dominated neck growth, and (III) diffusion
dominated pore closing. C0 is instantaneous creep compliance, W is the work of adhesion, R is the particle radius, δc is critical particle separation, ρ is sample density, and ρbulk is bulk
polymer density. Concepts and equations compiled from papers written by Lin, et al. [11] and Scherer [12].
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Polymer consolidation takes a sigmoidal form divided into the three
regimes, as depicted in Fig. 2c, with viscous neck growth (Regime II)
being the overall dominating regime. The articles by Lin and coauthors
[11] and Kamyabi and coauthors [14] thoroughly review and describe
the first two stages of isothermal polymer particle consolidation. Final
stage densification described by bubble diffusion physics has been re-
ported on by Kontopoulou, et al. [15] and Ly, et al. [16,17]. Viscous ef-
fects dominate consolidation after the product of instantaneous creep
compliance andwork of adhesion equals one-tenthousandth of the par-
ticle radius [11] (Transition 1 in Fig. 2c) and remain dominate until
closed pores trap air around 0.94 relative density [12] (Transition 3 in
Fig. 2c). The work presented in this manuscript will focus on the effects
of LPPBF-characteristic manufacturing stimuli on viscous particle coa-
lescence, as this regime has the largest influence onmechanical proper-
ties of printed parts. The authors present the hypothesis that the
observed change in dependence of mechanical properties on laser energy
density described in prior work [5,7,18,19] (Fig. 2a–b) coincides with the
transition from viscous coalescence to bubble diffusion (Transition 3 in
Fig. 2c). The authors also hypothesize that this transition can be pre-
dicted from intrinsic polymer properties that govern viscous coales-
cence in relation to any given set of process parameter values.
1.1. Viscous coalescence

LPPBF affects an ambient pressure, inert atmosphere (e.g., constant
nitrogen purge) environment for particle consolidation. As such, LPPBF
is similar to rotationalmolding, an older, traditionalmanufacturing pro-
cess based on low-pressure coalescence of polymer powder at elevated
temperature [20]. Due to these similarities, models originally developed
for rotational molding may be adapted into a LPPBF context. Physical
models describing consolidation in the context of rotational molding
are often based on the Frenkel model for viscous sintering [21]. This
model describes coalescence of two identical, spherical particles driven
by surface energy and opposed by viscosity. The Frenkelmodel has been
improved and adapted for many different contexts since it was devel-
oped in 1945. The history of coalescence modeling is described in detail
by Kamyabi and coauthors [14]. For rotational molding, the adaptions of
the Frenkelmodel to include viscoelastic effects by Bellehumer [22] and
Scribben [23] are recent and well-cited. These models have served as a
foundation for modeling two-particle coalescence in LPPBF; however,
LPPBF differs from rotational molding in the key areas of (1) on average,
3

smaller powder size (e.g., ~45–90 μmvs ~300–500 μm), (2) highly tran-
sient temperature profile, and (3) layerwise paradigm. To achievemax-
imum performance from LPPBF printed parts, full particle consolidation
must be achieved through appropriate selection of the build
parameters.

The polymer properties governing viscous coalescence behavior are
represented in the Deborah number (De) for coalescence shown in
Eq. (1), where λ is the characteristic relaxation time, Γ is surface energy,
η0 is zero-shear rate viscosity, and a0 is the initial particle diameter.

De ¼ λΓ
η0a0

ð1Þ

The key to understanding coalescence in the LPPBF context is under-
standing the response of these four properties to the unique physical as-
pects of LPPBF manufacturing. LPPBF's characteristic particle size of
45–90 μm average diameter [24], which is smaller than most rotational
molding powders, favors coalescence. Particle size is perhaps the easiest
property to investigate, as it remains constant across a wide tempera-
ture range; however, values for the other three properties vary widely
depending on temperature. This makes modeling them in a LPPBF con-
text challenging due to highly transient laser heating and subsequent
cooling.

1.2. Prior work in LPPBF coalescence simulation

The Upper-convected Maxwell (UCM) equations have been used to
model coalescence in both rotational molding [23,25,26] and LPPBF
[27]. TheUCMmodelmathematically represents the behavior of a visco-
elastic material under large deformations (e.g., diffusive motion), such
as found in two-particle coalescence. Although the UCM was intended
to model shear flow, it has been reported in literature to also describe
biaxial extentional flow found in rotational molding [26] and LPPBF
[27]. In general, solving the UCM for any particular load case reveals
the polymer's response is dictated by the four constituent properties
of the Deborah number: surface energy, relaxation time, viscosity, and
some characteristic length. Powder coalescence has been characteristi-
cally identified as biaxial extension [23], therefore polymer properties
representative of the biaxial extention load case should be used to un-
derstand and predict the extent of consolidation in LPPBF. This means
using reptation time (λ)(or longest relaxation time from steady-
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shear) as the characteristic relaxation time of diffusive movement and
extensional viscosity at low rates (η). Although extensional viscosity is
often difficult to experimentally measure, the Trouton ratio
(i.e., ηext=6× ηss)may be used to approximate bi-axial extensional vis-
cosity from steady-shear viscosity at low shear rates [23]. The Trouton
ratio approximation of biaxial viscosity is most accurate at low shear
rates where the polymer melt behaves in a Newtonianmanner. The ap-
proximation can deviate from true biaxial viscosity if the polymer is
prone to extentional strain hardening; however, significant strain hard-
ening of polymer melts is generally uncommon at the shear rates pres-
ent in LPPBF [28].

Prior work in modeling coalescence during LPPBF typically uses the
simplified case of two-particle coalescence to avoid the computationally
expensive calculations of simultaneous, multi-particle interactions. In
the two-particle coalescence models by Bellehumeur [22] and Scribben
[23], the characteristic length is the particle diameter, and the overall
material deformation is quantified via the angle between two adjacent
particles, and its rate of change (see Fig. 1). In the Bellehumeur and
Scribben models, the angle between adjacent particles is trigonometri-
cally converted into the radius of contact area between particles, also
termed the “neck.”Neck growth rate, normalized to some other charac-
teristic length of the two particle system, is themethodmost frequently
used for describing coalescence rate.

Alternatively, densification behavior can be evaluated via
diminishing porosity, as done byMokrane, et al. in their numerical sim-
ulation of LPPBF for nylon-12 [27]. They build uponwork by Scherer and
coauthors using the UCM equation in their porosity evolution model
[12]. Tontowi and Childs, and Sunand coauthors also take after Scherer's
work with their volumetric conservation of a body centered cubic
packed powder bed [29,30]. Sun, et al.'s model introduces a new vari-
able that accounts for partial fusion and adjusts the particle contact sur-
face area. Printed part density versus energy density curves simulated
by Tontowi and Childs at three different bed temperatures highlight
the importance of bed temperature in achieving fully dense parts [29].

Work presentedhere connects transient temperature profiles gener-
ated from a variety of LPPBF machine parameter combinations to the
UCM two-particle coalescence model. The UCMmodel was selected be-
cause of its extensive use in other forms of polymer powder processing
and its incorporation of polymer relaxation time, which is missing from
Sun's partial sintering model. Prior work has mainly informed models
from material measurements [8,26,29], or has characterized transient
temperature profiles resulting from different processing conditions
[31,32], but only the multi-physics modeling work of Mokrane and co-
authors [27] informed models from both material and machine param-
eter measurements. Multi-physics models are critical for accurately
representing the complexities of semi-crystalline polymers typically
used in LPPBF processing, as crystallization significantly opposes coales-
cence. This is discussed in greater detail in Section 1.3.

LPPBF's smaller average powder size compared to rotational mold-
ing should increase the accuracy of the UCM model for LPPBF applica-
tion over rotational molding, as the smaller particle size increases the
validity to assume lumped capacitance. The UCM assumes isothermal
coalescence and does not account for additive layering; therefore, the
temperature profile resulting from LPPBF processing will be analyzed
in isothermal segments to predict coalescence using the UCM.

1.3. Crystallization kinetics arresting diffusive molecular motion

Coalescence requires diffusive molecular motion and is retarded or
arrested by anything restricting molecular mobility. This is generally
discussed in terms of viscosity, especially for amorphous polymers.
However, when crystallization occurs in crystallizable polymers, crys-
tallites act as physical crosslinks that severely restrictmolecularmotion.
Prior work studying melt spinning of crystallizable thermoplastic poly-
mers has noted that volume fractions between 0.2 and 10% can
completely arrest polymer flow [33,34]. This value can be
4

experimentally determined as “physical gelation time.” This value is
also estimated in process modeling literature to be 10% v/v based on
empirical observation [34,35].

The influence of crystallization arresting coalescence in LPPBF has
been noted in the multi-physics LPPBF process models published by
Mokrane and coauthors [27]. Their work describes LPPBF as a quasi-
isothermal process with volumetric heat generation due to laser scan-
ning, which melts polymer particles resulting in viscous flow behavior
modeled by the UCM equations and opposed by Lauritzen-Hoffman
crystallization [27]. In the present work, the authors will take the
ideas represented in Mokrane, et al.'s model one step further, using as-
pects of each constituent model representation of the LPPBF process to
connect the process parameter combination affected temperature to
printed part properties.

1.4. Roadmap

All forms of prior work investigating polymer coalescence in the
LPPBF context have helped to provide a framework for understanding
both the LPPBF stimuli imposed on polymer powder and the polymer's
response duringmanufacturing. However, a quantitative framework for
predicting the extent of consolidation and resultant performance prop-
erties from specific combinations of process parameter values has not
yet been developed. While the energy melt ratio (EMR) has provided
a framework to choose LPPBF process parameter values in the context
of melting and thermal degradation with the goal of repeatably
predicting the performance properties of printed parts, it does not con-
sider polymer rheological properties in its calculations. This manuscript
describes the first steps toward informing process parameter value se-
lection from two-particle coalescence behavior. The proposed frame-
work is based on the hypothesis that the transition in consolidation
regime from viscous coalescence to bubble diffusion coincides with
the observed onset of “mechanical property plateau” (see Fig. 2). This
framework connects the temperature-dependent properties of LPPBF
polymer feedstock with thermal manufacturing stimuli to predict the
performance properties of printed parts. This will be presented as the
ratio between predicted dimensionless neck radius at physical gelation
to the dimensionless neck radius approximating the transition from
“viscous coalescence” to “bubble diffusion” consolidation physics and
will be termed “critical coalescence ratio” (CCR). Using this definition,
the authors hypothesize that all process parameter value combinations
achieving a CCR at or above 1will result inmechanical properties inside
the “mechanical property plateau,” close to maximum achievable prop-
erties. The CCR relates predicted dimensionless neck radius from amea-
sured transient temperature profile to Scherer's threshold for closed
pore morphology (Transition 3 in Fig. 2c).

The authors use in situ IR thermography to characterize the imposed
temperature profile from a variety of laser parameter combinations on
polymer powder. These profiles are used to determine two-particle co-
alescence and crystallization rates, which are in turn used to assess the
timescale of bi-axial coalescence in the context of LPPBF's timescale of
manufacturing. A detailed discussion of using in situ IR thermography
combined with heat transfer modeling to obtain the transient tempera-
ture profiles is provided elsewhere [36]; this document focuses on using
the measured and modeled temperature data to predict tensile proper-
ties resulting from several laser parameter value combinations. Me-
chanical test specimens are fabricated from the same laser parameter
combinations used to generate the input temperature profiles. Trends
in printed density, ultimate tensile strength, elongation at break, and
modulus are interpreted based on the CCR.

2. Proposed method to identify laser parameters for critical
coalescence

The proposed “Critical Coalescence Ratio” (CCR) (Eq. (2)) connects
the machine stimuli and material response of polymers by comparing
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the calculated dimensionless neck radius affected by a given transient
temperature profile to the dimensionless neck radius threshold value
for onset of closed pores according to Scherer's model (rcritical) [12].

CCR ¼ 1
rcritical

�∑
n

1
rlaser þ rchamberð Þ

while∑
n

i¼1
ti<tAF

ð2Þ

A CCR at or above 1 indicates that a set of print parameters will coa-
lesce the polymer powder into the bubble diffusion regime and exhibit
mechanical properties in the plateau region. The ratio is comprised of
two parts corresponding to the two methods of energy input in LPPBF
(i.e., laser scanning and elevated chamber temperature), pertaining to
the two regimes depicted in Fig. 4. The resultant dimensionless neck ra-
dius (rlaser+ rchamber) is calculated at the relevant transient temperature
profile until diffusive molecular motion is arrested by the physical gela-
tion. The time from initial laser scanning to physical gelation is termed
“time available for fusion” (tAF). The competing phenomena of coales-
cence and crystallization are calculated over a series of n isothermal
events (see Fig. 4). This calculation is performed for every layer com-
pleted within the span of tAF, where n is the number of isothermal seg-
ments between t = 0 and tAF.

The guiding hypotheses for thiswork are presented in Fig. 3. Thisfig-
ure summarizes the evaluation methods in part as an experimental
flowchart. Various aspects of proposed experimental and model work
have been previously reported in literature for the LPPBF context; how-
ever, the primary novelty of the current work is connecting all these as-
pects together to explain the commonly observed change in scaling
behavior.

The idealized transient temperature profile for a single layer of the
quasi-isothermal LPPBF process is presented in Fig. 4. Note the division
between (I) laser-induced heating and (II) supercooled meltpool. This
division represents the “quasi-isothermal” nature of LPPBF as a series
of temperature spikes. So long as the temperature increases above equi-
librium melting temperature (Tm0 ), particle fusion will continue after
Fig. 3.A logistical flowchart connecting experimental andmodeling processes to evaluate the pr
fromMATLAB and indicates the FLIR camerameasured transient temperature T(t) is truncated b
Fig. 4.

5

laser scanning as a supercooled polymer melt. The overall tAF will be
the summation of both laser scanning and decay (tAF, 1) and isothermal
supercooled melt (tAF, 2). Ideally, this should also include the time to
achieve full melting of polymer powder, but this is assumed to be neg-
ligible in the present work as the time to reach peak temperature after
laser scanning is less than 0.5 s.

Critical fusion occurs when powders are coalesced to 0.94 relative
density. This value is based on Scherer's work [12]. Each dimensionless
neck radius component in Eq. (2) can be re-written as:

rlaser ¼
Z tAF,1

0

x
a

� �0
T tð Þð Þ⋅dt ð3Þ

rchamber ¼
Z tAF,2

tAF,1

x
a

� �0
T tð Þð Þ⋅dt ð4Þ

rcritical ¼
x
a

� �
critical

ð5Þ

where x is the radius of the contact area between particles (aka, “neck”),
a0 is the initial particle radius, a is the time-dependent particle radius,
and x

a

� �
’ is rate of change of dimensionless neck radius, which is deter-

mined over a variety of temperatures via the UCM equations. This is
discussed in greater detail in Section 4.2with theUCMresults presented
in Fig. 6a and calculated x

a

� �
’ (T) in Fig. 6b. The details of the UCM are in-

cluded as Supplemental Information. Both energy input components
will be discussed in greater detail in their own specific sections
(Sections 2.1 and 2.2). Critical dimensionless neck radius affecting
0.94 relative density is calculated to be 0.835 as detailed in supplemen-
tal information. Fig. 4 depicts graphically what Eqs. (3)–(5) describe
mathematically.

2.1. Laser-induced heating

The first energy input aspect of LPPBF considered is laser-induced
heating. Infrared thermography is used in this work to quantify the
transient temperature profile of the powder bed surface resulting
imary and supporting hypotheses. The notation “T(t)= Tmax : T(tstep) : Tbaseline” is borrowed
etween Tmax and Tbaseline in discrete steps of T(ttstep). This concept is graphically depicted in



Fig. 4. Idealized representation of transient temperature profile for a single layer. The total time available for fusion is taken to be the summation of (I) time for laser decay and (II) time to
reach 10% crystallinity (i.e., physical gelation) at isothermal baseline temperature (t(X = 0.1)). Time to 10% crystallinity will likely occur over multiple layers.
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from a variety of print parameter settings. As IR thermography only
measures surface temperature, the complete transient temperature
profile is estimated via a combination of IR thermography and thermal
modeling by approximating the LPPBF process as conduction into a
semi-infinite body. The detailed description of generating the transient
temperature profiles used in this report are included in supplemental
information and [36]. For this study, variations in energy density are ac-
complished by only changing laser power. As depicted in the flowchart
(Fig. 3), each temperature within the transient temperature profile (Ti)
is used to inform modeling and experimental methods used to obtain
dimensionless neck growth rate ( x

a

� �0) and tAF.
To calculate the temperature-dependent neck growth rate, the

decay from Tmax to Tbaseline is divided into discrete steps in time and tem-
perature (Fig. 4). Isothermal dimensionless neck growth rates can be
determined through UCM simulation at temperatures spanning Tmax

to Tbaseline; this is represented as x
a

� �0 Tð Þ in Eq. (6). Each x
a

� �0 Tð Þ comprises
a fraction of the total neck growth rate according to the amount of time
spent at temperature T= Ti; therefore, the integral in Eq. (2) is approx-
imated by Eq. (6), where the sumof allΔti is equal to the decay time and
n is the total number of isothermal segments.

rlaser ¼
Z tAF,1

0

x
a

� �0
T tð Þð Þ⋅dt≈∑

n

i¼1

x
a

� �0
T ¼ Tið Þ⋅Δti ð6Þ

Due to additive layering, brief spikes in temperature are imposed on
any given control volume of polymer over several layers, depending on
the penetration depth of the laser beam into the powder bed, the ther-
mal penetration depth dictated by thermal diffusivity, and layer time of
the build-specific toolpath. The combined effect of these short-term in-
creases in temperature is important to consider to evaluate total time
available for fusion.

2.2. Fusion of the supercooled melt

The second aspect of LPPBF is continued fusion in the supercooled
melt between laser scanning events. Statements have been made in
prior LPPBF literature hypothesizing that the laser scanned polymer
6

remains in the melt state for the entire build. Such statements are not
supported by polymer crystallization kinetics and have been refuted in
published literature [37,38]. Therefore, understanding the intercon-
nected roles of crystallization and fusion in LPPBF will be investigated
in this study.

The short time of LPPBF laser-induced heating results in a
supercooled polymer melt pool in the shape scanned by the laser. Al-
though the temperature of the scanned area is close to the tempera-
ture of the surrounding powder, the thermal history of the scanned
area creates an actively coalescing and simultaneously crystallizing
supercooled melt pool. Although set by the machine operator as Tb
(the bed's surface temperature) and Tb, inf (the temperature in the
bulk of the powder bed), and generally invariant over the course of
a build, LPPBF's characteristic additive layering results in a local in-
crease in temperature resulting from repeatedly scanning the same
cross-section. The magnitude of temperature increase is dependent
on the laser scan settings and toolpath. The authors refer to the
local temperature of the supercooled melt as Tbaseline to distinguish
it from the machine set temperatures Tb and Tb, inf. Tbaseline is esti-
mated from the combined IR and heat transfer modeling summa-
rized in supplemental information.

In this regime, temperature slowly cools from Tbaseline to Tb, inf. This is
a smaller change in temperature than observed during laser scanning
and it occurs over a far longer time; therefore coalescence is slowed
and ultimately arrested by crystallization. The amount of crystallization
required to arrest diffusive molecular motion can be thought of as
“physical gelation” [33,34]. This is estimated to be between 2 and 10%
v/v for most polymers [33,34,39]. The authors chose to use “time to
10% relative crystallinity (tX10)” to predict the physical gelation time of
nylon-12 based on prior work for other nylons by Hirayama and coau-
thors [39]. Hirayama reports critical volume fraction of crystalline do-
mains for gelation for nylon-6 to be around 5% v/v for a 50 kg mol−1

polymer [39] and around 15% v/v for 100 kg mol−1, which represents
the range of molecular weights reported for LPPBF-grade nylon-12
(~19–65 kg mol−1 [18], ~70–90 kg mol−1 [2], 75–129 kg mol−1

[40]); therefore, the authors judge 10% as a reasonable approximation
for nylon-12. As 10% v/v is greater than 10% relative crystallinity, this
will be a conservative estimate. Time to reach 10% relative crystallinity



Table 2
Chosen print settings and resulting energy densities and energy melt ratios.

Constant parameters
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will be used as the ultimate limiter for tAF, andwill likely require several
layers to reach. Therefore tAF, 2 in Eq. (2) will be (layer time - tAF, 1) for
each layer until this value exceeds tX10.
Tfeed Tb, inf Tb Vb h l SC

K 433 K 443 K 5 m s−1 0.300 mm 0.102 mm 1
(155 °C) (162 °C) (170 °C)

P [W] ED [J mm−2] EMR

3 0.00200 0.25
7 0.00467 0.59
13 0.00867 1.09
18 0.0120 1.51
25 0.0167 2.09
28 0.0187 2.34
30 0.0200 2.51
35 0.0233 2.93
45 0.0300 3.77
55 0.0367 4.60
3. Experimental methods

The aim of experimentation in this work is to determine if the den-
sity and mechanical properties of parts produced using LPPBF print pa-
rameter value combinations resulting in a CCR at or above 1 will fall in
the “mechanical property plateau” region when results are plotted
against EMRor energy density (See Fig. 2). Therefore, both thepredicted
dimensionless neck radius at physical gelation and the mechanical
properties of printed parts must be determined for a variety of LPPBF
process parameter value combinations. The overarching outline of ex-
perimentation to predict dimensionless neck radius from LPPBF process
parameter value combination proceeds through the steps outlined in
Fig. 3. Density and mechanical properties will be conventionally evalu-
ated as described in Sections 3.7 and 3.8.
3.1. Materials

A commercial “powder bed fusion grade” polyamide-12 (PA12) (a.k.
a. nylon-12) was obtained from Advanced Laser Materials (ALM) under
the trade name PA 250. Thermal properties were characterized using a
TA Instruments Q 2000 differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) accord-
ing to a typical heat-cool-heat experiment at 10 K min−1 from 273 to
523 K (0–250 °C). A DSC curve of the as-received powder is included
in supplemental information. Typical glass transition temperature for
nylon-12 is around 323 K (50 °C). Onset and peakmelting temperatures
are observed to be 447 and 454 K (174, 181 °C), respectively. The spe-
cific heat capacity signal from the cooling step was exported from TA
Universal Analysis software and used as a look-up table for
temperature-dependent specific heat capacity when modeling heat
transfer.

In addition, fractional melting behavior was characterized using the
“running integral” analysis option in TA Instruments Universal Analysis
(see supplemental information for plot). The area percent of themelting
peak up to the measured Tmax for a given laser parameter combination
was assumed to be fractional melting. This value is important in the
discussed of crystallization in Section 4.4.
3.2. Powder characterization

Particle size distribution was measured for as-received powder
using a Horiba LA-950 static laser light particle size analyzer. Distribu-
tions reported are constructed from volume-based calculations with
water as the fluid media. Refractive index of nylon-12 was taken to be
1.5 based on literature precedent [41,42]. The particle size at 10%, 50%
(a.k.a. average particle size), and 90% of the whole sample by volume
are shown in Table 1. Alongside this information are the apparent and
tapped densities of the nylon-12 powder. These were determined ac-
cording to ASTM D1895 [43] and an adapted version of S.3.6 World
Health Organization Pharmacopoeia method [44], respectively.
Table 1
Powder and thermal properties of PA 250, a commercially available LPPBF grade nylon-12
powder. These properties are used to calculate EMR.

Powder property Value Thermal property Value

d10 [μm] 35 Enthalpy of Fusion [J/g] 98.05
d50 [μm] 62 Specific Heat [J g−1 °C−1] 2.06
d90 [μm] 317 End of Melt Peak [°C] 190
Apparent Density [g cm−3] 0.487
Tapped Density [g cm−3] 0.594
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3.3. Powder bed fusion

Type IV dogbones and rectangular prisms were printed using a
Prodways ProMaker HT2000 powder bed fusion machine according to
the parameters outlined in Table 2. Parameters listed in Table 2 are em-
pirically known to our research group to produce quality specimens.
Laser power was varied to generate a range of energy densities and
thereby a range of transient temperature profiles; all other print param-
eters were kept constant. In Table 2, Tb, inf is the bulk temperature of the
powder bed, Tb is the bed surface temperature, Vb is beam speed, h is
hatch spacing, l is layer height, SC is scan count, P is laser power, ED is en-
ergy density, and EMR is the energy melt ratio.

Energy density and energy melt ratio values for each set of print pa-
rameters are included to contextualize and connect the present work to
the work of Vasquez, et al. [7] and Starr, et al. [6]. These settings are
within the predicted printable range of nylon-12 based on the upper
limit determined by Vasquez, et al. (EMR= 1 to 6.2) [7]. The parameter
sets using 3 W and 7 W are included as negative controls; these sets of
parameters should not result in mechanically stable parts, as evidenced
by their EMR < 1.

3.4. Transient temperature profiles via infrared thermography and heat
transfer modeling

Profiles of powder bed surface temperature were obtained in situ
with a Micro Epsilon TIM 640 IR camera while laser scanning pre-
heated polymer powder, in conjunction with TIM Connect software.
The sampling rate of the camera is 32 Hz. PA 250 was experimentally
determined to have an emissivity of 0.955 through validation with a
type-T thermocouple embedded in the powder bed at 442 K (169 °C).
Results reported are an average of 28 replicate trials (7 replicates per
layer; 4 layers). IR temperature measurements were used to determine
boundary conditions for heat transfer equations to calculate the tran-
sient thermal gradient in the z-direction. The LPPBF process was
modeled as one-dimensional conduction in the z-direction through a
semi-infinite body. IR thermographywas used to determine one bound-
ary temperature and bulk powder temperature was assumed to remain
constant at the set temperature. Additional information, including ex-
ample plots of raw data, equations and assumptions for heat transfer
modeling, and notes on MATLAB data processing, can be found in sup-
plemental information.

3.5. Crystallization kinetics

In lieu of experimental data, the author leveraged published investi-
gations of crystallization kinetics of DuraForm PA, another LPPBF-grade



Table 3
Characteristic values determined from IR thermography of laser scanning nylon-12.
Values presented are the average of 7 scanned areas over 4 independent trials. Maximum
temperature and decay time increase with increasing EMR.

Power
[W]

EMR Average maximum
temperature
[K] ([°C])

St. dev. of maximum
temperature

3 0.25 439 (166) 3.64
7 0.59 445 (172) 2.99
13 1.09 454 (180) 4.79
18 1.51 460 (187) 5.69
25 2.09 477 (203) 5.19
28 2.34 477 (204) 3.44
30 2.51 480 (207) 3.23
35 2.93 494 (221) 3.56
45 3.77 521 (248) 4.05
55 4.60 538 (265) 4.77
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nylon-12, has been reported on by Zhao and coauthors [38]. Data pub-
lished in that manuscript is used to estimate the time to reach 10% crys-
tallinity at each baseline temperature measured from IR thermography.
This was done to focus the novelty of the present work on the CCR and
demonstrate the application of a “library” of material properties gath-
ered from published sources. The equations used, their explanation,
and a plain text version of the MATLAB script used to perform calcula-
tions are included in supplemental information.

3.6. Coalescence modeling using upper-convected Maxwell equations

The steady-state solution for the upper-convected Maxwell (UCM)
equations have been outlined in papers authored by Pokluda, et al.
[45]; Bellehumeur, et al. [26]; and Scribben, et al. [23]. The equation so-
lution forms provided in those papers are included in supplemental in-
formation and used to estimate the rate of change of contact angle
between two coalescing particles via fourth-order Runge-Kutta numer-
ical approximation solved using MATLAB. Results from the simulation
using a step size of 0.001 and 0.0001 at 444 K (171 °C) were compared
and found to have a difference of 0.0004 s, implying convergence.
Therefore, a step size of 0.001 was used to determine neck radius at
every temperature from 433 to 673 K (160–400 °C).

Similar to the authors' use of previously published data for
predicting crystallization kinetics, the UCM model was seeded with
input values reported in published literature for other “LPPBF-grade”
nylon-12 powders. Tabulated values for each component of the Debo-
rah number along references to their original publications are included
as part of supplemental information.

3.6.1. Surface energy [Γ]
Melt-state surface energy for LPPBF grade nylon-12 is reported by

Dupin [8] in his thesis. These values were used for UCM simulation.

3.6.2. Relaxation time [λ]
Characteristic relaxation time for LPPBF grade nylon-12 is reported

by Dupin in his thesis [8]. Dupin reports relaxation times based on
cross-overmodulus and Cole-Cole plots from oscillatory shear rheology
in addition to the Carreau method for determining characteristic relax-
ation time from steady-shear rheology. Times were collected in the
temperature range 443–503 K (170–230 °C). An exponential fit of
time at crossover modulus versus temperature was used to generate
data every 1 K between 433 and 673 K (160–400 °C). These data were
used to seed the UCMmodel.

3.6.3. Zero-shear, biaxial extensional viscosity [η0]
No reports of biaxial extensional viscosity were found for LPPBF

grade nylon-12; however, Haworth and coauthors [18] and Dupin [8]
report values for steady-shear viscosity at low shear rates over the tem-
perature range 443–569 K (170–296 °C). A linear fit of log(η0) vs tem-
perature of the existing data was used to generate viscosity values
every 1 K from433 to 673 K (160–400 °C). These valuesweremultiplied
by six (the Trouton ratio for biaxial extension) and used to seed the
UCMmodel.

3.6.4. Particle size [a0]
Initial particle size is assumed to remain constant at all temperatures

relevant for this work. The simulation was run at a0 = 75 μm and a0 =
40 μm. This spans typical powder size distributions for LPPBF grade
nylon-12. In addition, the simulation was run at a0 = 225 μm to repre-
sent a typical size for powder particles used in rotational molding. Em-
phasis in the discussion section is given to results from the 40 μm
simulation as this is the average particle diameter reported by the sup-
plier for PA 250 powder. Results from using 75 and 225 μmparticle size
are shown as comparison to communicate the effect of particle size on
coalescence.
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3.7. Printed part density

The density of printed rectangular prisms was measured in accor-
dance with ASTM D792 using ethanol instead of water as the second
fluid, as has been demonstrated as customary for polymer LPPBF parts
[46,47]. The prisms were nominally 12.5 × 12.5 × 15 mm, in the ZX ori-
entation (i.e., with the long axis along the build direction). The
12.5 × 12.5mmsquare cross-sections in the XY planewere used for col-
lection of transient temperature profiles discussed in Section 3.4. Prisms
were brushed to remove excess cake powder. Values reported are the
average of three measurements.

3.8. Tensile testing

Type IV dogbone samples, fabricated in YX orientation according to
print parameters outlined in Section 3.3, were pulled at a constant
rate of 50 mm min−1 using an Instron 5944 according to ASTM D638.
Force and extension data were collected and engineering stress and en-
gineering strain were calculated from the collected data using caliper
measurements from the dogbone specimens prior to testing. Reported
values are the average of five specimens unless otherwise noted.
These results are used to correlate printed part strength with
coalescence.

4. Results and discussion

The proposedmethod for determining the CCR is summarized in the
following five steps: 1. Choose LPPBF laser process settings; 2. Obtain
transient temperature profiles from each process parameter value com-
bination via IR thermography and heat transfer modeling; 3. Predict
physical gelation according to the temperature profile; 4. Predict coales-
cence according to the temperature profile; 5. Compare extent of coales-
cence to critical coalescence threshold. Parts 1 and 2 are briefly
discussed in Section 4.1; however, this text focuses on using the tran-
sient temperature profiles to validate the CCR concept in parts 3–5
(Sections 4.2–4.5) and connection to printed part performance
(Section 4.6).

4.1. Mapping laser parameter values to transient temperature profiles

Maximum temperatures and resulting decay times measured ac-
cording to Section 3.4 are reported in Table 3. As expected, increasing
EMR (via increasing laser power) is observed to increase maximum
temperature of the polymer powder bed. One key threshold is the equi-
librium melting temperature of nylon-12 at 466 K (193 °C). The poly-
mer must be fully melted in order for the surface temperature of the
powder to have increased above that temperature. All samples except
EMR= 0.25 and EMR = 0.59 achieve this temperature.



Fig. 5. Representative temperature profiles for a control volume incrementallymoving away from the powder bed surface at one layer intervals (z= 0.100mm, t=20 s) for EMR= 0.25
(a), 2.09 (b), and 4.60 (c). Green lines indicate equilibrium melting temperature (466 K). Red lines indicate onset of melting behavior (447 K). Blue lines indicate thermal penetration
distance. Model details are given in supplemental information. Plots for other print parameter combinations are included in supplemental information.
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LPPBF was modeled as a semi-infinite body in order to estimate the
influence of additive layering on coalescence. Representative transient
temperature profiles from single trials of 0.25, 2.09, and 4.60 EMR are
shown in Fig. 5a–c. These modeled T(z, t) profiles model a control vol-
ume in any given layer incrementally moving away from the powder
bed surface. Similar plots for the other process parameter combinations
are included in supplemental information. The transient temperature
profiles shown in Fig. 5 illustrate the similar, albeit muted, exponential
decay at different z-depths as observed for the powder bed surface. As
expected, the higher EMR laser parameter combination raises the peak
temperature experienced by the control volume above Tm

0 for more
layers. Since a temperature above Tm0 implies completemelting, physical
gelation cannot occur until after the control volume ceases to be heated
above Tm

0 . The temperature never exceeds Tm0 when using a 0.25 EMR
laser parameter combination, exceeds Tm0 for 8 layers (~160 s) when
using 2.09 EMR, and exceeds Tm

0 for 15 layers (~300 s) when using
4.60 EMR (see Fig. 5). This demonstrates that high EMR laser parameter
combinations not only achieve higher temperatures in a single layer, but
continue re-heating the polymer control volume above critical melting
thresholds for longer. The importance of maintaining a high tempera-
ture for a long time to ensure coalescence is further discussed in
Sections 4.4 and 4.5.

4.2. Simulated two-particle coalescence via UCM model

The Upper-convected Maxwell (UCM) equation (see equations in
supplemental information) was used to simulate 600 s of two-particle
coalescence every degree from 433 to 673 K (160–400 °C) using pub-
lished data for LPPBF grade nylon-12 as described and referenced in
Section 3.6. Plots of dimensionless neck growth over time at each max-
imum temperature observed from laser-scanning is presented in Fig. 6a.
The dashed horizontal line indicates 0.835 dimensionless neck radius,
the theoretical transition between physical regimes of viscous coales-
cence andbubble diffusion. Critical fusion times (tCF) for coalescence be-
havior at all simulated temperatures are plotted in Fig. 6b and for the
specific temperatures correlated to this study's laser parameters in
Table 3. Temperature-dependent neck growth rate (i.e., x

a

� �
’ from

Eqs. (3) and (4)) is taken to be 0:835
tCF

at each temperature.
Increasing coalescence rate with increasing temperature, as shown

in Fig. 6a, intuitively correlates with decreasing viscosity at higher tem-
peratures and the role viscosity plays in opposing coalescence (see
Eq. (1)). The exponential decay shape of tCF versus temperature in
Fig. 6b underscores the importance of reaching higher temperatures to
ensure rapid coalescence. This behavior alludes to the importance of
polymer particles remaining hot and amorphous for as long as possible
9

during LPPBFmanufacturing to ensure coalescence. However, the quasi-
isothermal temperature profile characteristic of LPPBF only allows for
1–2 s at peak processing temperatures before cooling back toward the
chamber temperature; e.g., ~434–443 K for nylon-12. At these temper-
atures, critical fusion is not reached until 300–450 s for the 40 μmparti-
cles, and longer than 600 s for the larger particles considered. At these
longer timescales, it is possible for crystallization to arrest coalescence.
The interplay between crystallization and coalescence is further
discussed in Section 4.4.

The three initial particle diameters are specifically chosen to show
the large impact of particle size on coalescence. Typical LPPBF powder
has an average particle diameter on the order of 40–75 μm while rota-
tional molding is likely to be at least 225 μm or larger. Only at the
highest temperatures achieved in this study (4.60 EMR, 552 K) do the
tCF values approach each other regardless of initial diameter. The 40
and 75 μm initial diameters approach equivalence near 500 K. For
lower temperatures, the difference between initial particle diameter be-
comes significant exceeding 8 min for 40 and 225 μm diameters at
466 K, the equilibrium melting temperature of nylon-12. Fig. 6 also
show the impact of particle size distribution for any given powder sam-
ple, regardless of manufacturing technology. While the d50
(i.e., average) particle size is 62 μm, the d90 is just over 300 μm, as re-
ported in Table 1. This low-biased distribution of particle diameters is
typical for LPPBF. The small fraction of large particles will coalesce sig-
nificantly slower than the majority of particles in the powder bed,
thereby resulting in defects. The impact of the large particles in the par-
ticle size distribution on performance property variance will be
discussed further in Section 4.6.2.

In addition to size, powder shape plays an important role in coales-
cence during LPPBF. One assumption made when using the UCM equa-
tions is initially spherical particles. Published literature routinely
acknowledges that commercially available LPPBF powders are more
“potato shaped” [48]. Powder shape and size together impact powder
spreading and powder packing in the build piston during the LPPBF pro-
cess [49]. Haeri and coauthors report that particles with an aspect ratio
of 1.5 (i.e., non-spherical) affect maximum bed densities under opti-
mized spreading conditions [49,50], and a denser powder bed before
laser scanning should increase final part coalescence. However, prior lit-
erature has also reported that pairs of non-spherical particles coalesce at
a slower rate thanwhat is predicted by assuming perfect spheres for the
UCM equations [51]. To incorporate the volumetric effects of powder
shape and spreading on coalescence, some form of multi-body
(i.e., three of more) coalescence modeling must be used in place of the
two-particle coalescence model employed in the present work.



Fig. 6. (a) Dimensionless neck growth versus time simulated via UCM at each maximum temperature observed during IR thermography of laser scanning and 40 μm initial particle
diameter. Faster coalescence is observed to occur at higher temperatures. (b) Critical fusion time (tCF) calculated from UCM simulated coalescence behavior at initial particle diameters
of 40, 75, and 225 μm.

Fig. 7.Dimensionless neck radius predicted after laser scanning and total for one 20 s layer plotted as a function of EMR. Despite the significantly higher temperature during laser scanning,
the bulk of neck growth occurs as a supercooled melt.
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4.3. Coalescence within the laser scanning regime

As described in Section 2.1, predictions of two-particle neck growth
during the short-time laser scanning regime is calculated via Eq. (6) as
the sum of fractional neck growth based on discretizing the laser
decay profile into steps of constant change in temperature (see also
Fig. 4). In this work, decay profiles were discretized into single degree
(1 K) steps. Discretization was performed on each transient tempera-
ture profile obtained from IR thermography. The dimensionless neck
radii plotted against EMR in Fig. 7 are best fit according to an
10
exponential model. This makes sense for an “activated” process like co-
alescence [12,29].

Within each layer, the laser-heating timescale is only a few seconds
and the polymer exists as a supercooledmelt closer to Tb, inf than to Tmax

for the remaining layer time.

4.4. Flow arrested by physical gelation

The degree of supercooling, embodied in Tbaseline, is themost influen-
tial machine parameter for crystallization kinetics. Crystallization rate



Fig. 8. Time to 2, 5, and 10% relative crystallinity (estimated by the Avrami equation) as a
function of the re-established baseline temperature (measured via IR thermography) and
the EMR affecting the baseline temperature. Physical gelation of nylon-12 assumed to
occur at 10% relative crystallinity.
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reaches amaximum at some temperature between Tg and Tm
0 . The value

of Tbaseline relative to the temperature of maximum crystallization rate
determines the value of tAF. If Tbaseline shifts closer to Tm

0 and away from
the temperature of maximum crystallization rate, the rate of crystalliza-
tionwill be slower thereby increasing tAF and promoting particle fusion.

It is intuitive that faster coalescence is achievedwith increasing tem-
perature; however, it is less intuitive that the larger magnitude of in-
crease stems from increasing the time to physical gelation (i.e., tAF)
more than decreasing the time to closed pores (i.e., tCF). Compare the
dependence of tCF (Fig. 6b) and time to 10% crystallinity (tX10) (Fig. 8)
on temperatures within the range of the control volume in Fig. 5c. The
temperatures of note are (1) the temperature of the re-established
baseline after the initial laser scan (Tbaseline), (2) the equilibrium temper-
ature of the bulk powder bed isolated from the influence of surface
scanning (Tb, inf), and (3) the rate of decrease from one to the other.
For the 4.60 EMR specimen depicted in Fig. 5c, Tbaseline is 449 K
(176 °C) and Tb, inf is 433 K (160 °C). The difference in tCF is 230 s,
while the difference in tX10 is 216,490 s over this temperature range.
This emphasizes the two-fold importance of achieving full-melting
and having a high bed temperature.

The large absolute numerical value of time to 10% crystallinity ren-
ders this the most influential number in calculating CCR. There are
many assumptions made to obtain this number. The primary assump-
tion being that 10% crystallinity is the onset of physical gelation for
LPPBF-grade nylon-12. It is possible that tX10 is too high, and that gela-
tion occurs at a lower percent crystallinity. However, the bigger concern
is the precision of measurement of the IR camera is ± 2 K, and a 4 K
swing in temperature results in either a difference of 100 s or
210,000 s depending on the exact temperatures. Similarly, any unac-
counted for cooling of the supercooled melt will drastically reduce tX10.
Table 4
Component and calculated values for critical coalescence ratio (CCR) for measure
combination. Physical gelation is assumed to be 10% relative crystallinity for tabu

Power [W] EMR tAF [s]

3 0.25 0
7 0.59 0
13 1.09 508 ± 12
18 1.51 488 ± 40
25 2.09 512 ± 40
28 2.34 457 ± 18
30 2.51 488 ± 20
35 2.93 518 ± 14
45 3.77 581 ± 13
55 4.60 603 ± 11
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Because samples with EMR = 0.25 and 0.59 affected average
maximum temperatures of less than Tm

0 , the tAF, chamber for these sam-
ples will be adjusted to the estimated fraction of crystallinity
melted. The fraction melted was estimated using the “running inte-
gral” analysis tool in TA Instruments' Universal Analysis (plot in-
cluded in supplemental information). The entire melt peak was
taken to be 100%, and the area fraction at 454 K (EMR = 0.25) and
458 K (EMR = 0.59) were found to be 67.6 and 94.7%, respectively.
The same “fractional melt” approach is taken when calculating any
layers from any sample that do not reach Tm

0 .
4.5. Critical coalescence ratio

Values for available fusion time (tAF) and dimensionless neck radius
growth inside that time are tabulated in Table 4. Resultant “critical coa-
lescence ratio” of total predicted neck radius at physical gelation to di-
mensionless neck radius at the transition to closed pore morphology
(0.835) is tabulated in Table 4 and plotted against EMR in Fig. 9. Exclud-
ing 2.09 EMR, the data take the expected sigmoidal shape. Based on a
third-order polynomial fit of reported CCR values (excluding 2.09
EMR, R2 = 0.987), the transition to closed pores should occur at
2.16 EMR.

As will be shown in Section 4.6 through the evaluation of the phys-
ical properties of the printed parts, process parameter combinations
resulting in CCR<1 can formparts thatwill survive depowdering; how-
ever, only print parameter combinations resulting in CCR values above 1
will fabricate parts inside themechanical property plateau and have the
potential for maximum performance properties resulting from densifi-
cation. CCR at, or slightly above, 1 indicates the most energy efficient
manner to fabricate parts of near optimum mechanical performance.
The CCR does not replace a traditional statistical design of experiments
approach to process parameter optimization, but it does enhance the
framework for making engineering decisions and discussing the trade-
offs between manufacturing energy cost and part performance.

Some values for predicted final dimensionless neck radius shown in
Table 4 exceed 1, which is not physically possible as it indicates the con-
tact neck has grown larger than the overall particle radius. This is an ar-
tifact of assuming a constant dimensionless neck growth rate for each
isothermal temperature without considering the extent of pre-existing
dimensionless neck growth. Both Scherer's model [12] and the UCM
model (Fig. 6) predict a reduction in coalescence rate as the neck ap-
proaches the new radius of the combined and fully coalesced particle.
Future work should update the CCR calculation to determine coales-
cence rate at every point as a function of both temperature and existing
neck radius. Although this will improve the accuracy of the CCR calcula-
tion and alter the high EMR values, the authors expect only a small de-
viation from the currently predicted mechanical property plateau
threshold where CCR = 1 at 2.16 EMR.
d transient temperature profiles resulting from each tested laser parameter
lated values.

Total Dimensionless Neck Radius Growth [−] CCR

0.00332 ± 0.0122 0.004
0.0115 ± 0.0294 0.014
0.149 ± 0.428 0.179
0.562 ± 0.626 0.673
1.24 ± 0.192 1.49
0.981 ± 0.046 1.17
1.07 ± 0.064 1.28
1.17 ± 0.065 1.40
1.41 ± 0.053 1.69
1.52 ± 0.055 1.81



Fig. 9. Proposed “critical coalescence ratio” (CCR) plotted as a function of EMR. Transition
to closed pores (i.e., CCR = 1) calculated to occur at 2.16 EMR based on third-order poly-
nomial fit of CCR data excluding the point at 2.09 EMR.
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4.6. CCR correlation to printed part properties

4.6.1. Printed density
Fig. 10 shows the plot of measured relative density of printed

12.5 mm cubes as a function of EMR. Fully dense is taken to be 1.01 g
cm−3 permanufacturer's specification for PA 250 [52]. Ignoring the out-
lier at EMR = 0.25, the observed sigmoidal trend is the one expected
from the consolidation models referenced in the introduction (Scherer
[12], Tontowi and Childs [29], Fig. 2c). Scherer's threshold for closed
pores at 0.94 relative density occurs between EMR = 2.09 (0.928 rela-
tive density) and 2.34 (0.952 relative density). There is a drastic reduc-
tion in the rate of change of density with respect to EMR around this
point. The CCR predicted transition (i.e., CCR = 1) at 2.16 EMR falls in-
side this range.

The outlier at EMR= 0.25 and the comparatively larger data scatter
for samples with EMR 1.09 and below arise from testing near the sensi-
tivity limit for the balance. These samples with the three lowest EMR
values were observed to float in ethanol indicating a large amount of
trapped air. When soaked in ethanol, samples at EMR = 0.25 and 1.09
eventually saturated and sunk, indicating surface-connected porosity.
The sample at EMR = 0.59 did not sink therefore necessitating the use
of a cage-restraining fixture and a negative value for weight in ethanol.
The authors hypothesize the EMR= 0.25 outlier is a result of a signifi-
cant amount of porosity that is also connected to the surface, such as
may arise from an extremely low degree of powder consolidation. The
sample at 0.25 EMR is effectively a lattice. This is supported by the
Fig. 10. Relative density of nylon-12 (PA 250) printed parts measured via weight in
ethanol/weight in air method. The highlighted region contains the predicted transition
to closed pores at 2.16 EMR.

12
measured weight in air for EMR = 0.25 being less than that of the
0.59 EMR sample (0.91 g < 0.97 g) for printed parts of nominally the
same volume.

The seminal work by Vasquez and coauthors does not include den-
sity or porosity measurements of printed parts as they anticipated no
significant difference would be observed in their investigated range of
EMR (~1.7–7.5) [7]. The measurements reported in Fig. 10 support
that hypothesis, as most of their range lies above the CCR predicted
threshold of 2.16 EMR. Pavan and coauthors report porosity measured
by computed tomography for LPPBF-grade nylon-12 printed at surface
energy densities ranging from 0.025–0.045 J mm−2 (EMR ~3.14–5.65
based on current work). They report porosities less than 5% for all sur-
face energy densities studied and, although they do not report t-test re-
sults, their reported porosity means from several energy densities lie
within one standard deviation of each other [10]. These previously pub-
lished reports corroborate the findings presented here.

4.6.2. Tensile properties
Ultimate tensile strength, elongation at break, and Young's modulus

for specimens printed at each set of process parameters are shown in
Fig. 11. All three tensile properties show two regimes of dependence
on EMR (or surface energy density). Although prisms for density mea-
surementwere able to be fabricated at the lowest laser parameter com-
bination (0.25 EMR), tensile specimens fabricated at these settings did
not survive depowdering and preparation for tensile testing.

The observed onset of performance property plateau occurs at
slightly different EMRs for each tensile property. The transition for elon-
gation at break occurs first at 2.09 EMR, then ultimate tensile strength at
2.34 EMR, and finally Young's modulus transitions at 2.51 EMR. All ob-
served transitions are within 0.35 EMR of the CCR predicted transition
of 2.16 EMR. Although macro-scale particle consolidation is a major
contributing factor to each of these properties, it is not the sole factor.
Percent crystallinity, crystalline morphology, and entanglement also
contribute to these performance properties in differentways. Therefore,
while the CCR predicted transition EMR is close to the observed transi-
tion points, it is reasonable for the predicted transition EMR to deviate
from real values.

Vasquez and coauthors include second order polynomial fits on their
mechanical property plots from the original EMR paper, but do not jus-
tify this decision [7]. The authors believe the same data can be
interpreted as two linear regimes, using typical consolidation behavior
(i.e., viscous coalescence transitioning to bubble diffusion) as the justifi-
cation for trend shape. Starr and coauthors recognized the transition as
a threshold, but offer no explanation for its origins [6].

Fig. 2, which depicts aggregated ultimate and yield tensile strength
as a function of surface energy density reported from published litera-
ture, was included as part of the introduction section. The observed
trend description given by Starr, et al. of an initial steep slope followed
by a region where tensile properties are generally independent of en-
ergy density [6] served to motivate this work. The observed transition
EMR for published ultimate tensile strength values is consistent with
the transition EMR observed in this work and predicted by the CCR.
Starr and coauthors report the transition in yield strength to occur at
0.012 J mm−2 [6], which appears to remain consistent even when in-
cluding yield strength data from Caulfield [5]. The authors estimate
the transition in ultimate tensile strength to be around 0.017 J mm−2

based on Fig. 2a. The CCR predicted transition of 2.16 EMR corresponds
to an energy density of 0.0172 J mm−2, which agrees with their pub-
lished findings. Starr, et al.'s value for onset of performance property
plateau based on Yield Strength of 0.012 mm−2 corresponds to 1.51
EMR and a CCR of 0.58 from the third-order polynomial fit. This indi-
cates that yield strength is sensitive to factors beyond density in a man-
ner that failure properties (e.g., tensile strength and elongation) are not.

For printed part density, ultimate tensile strength, and elongation at
break (Figs. 10 and 11), the standard deviation decreases with increas-
ing EMR. This is likely the result of more complete powder melting as



Fig. 11. (a)Ultimate tensile strength, (b) elongation at break, and (c) Young'smodulus plotted against EMR. Error bars represent±1 standard deviation determined using a sample set of 5.
The highlighted regions contains the predicted transition to closed pores at 2.16 EMR (i.e., CCR = 1).
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even the particles with diameters at the high end of the size distribution
(~300 μm; Table 1) are melted on the time scale of processing. This fol-
lows the discussion in Section 4.2 where the UCM estimates slower co-
alescence rates for particles of a larger initial diameter. Since the beam
speed remains consistent for all process parameter value combinations
in this work, the time of processing also remains consistent; therefore
the increased maximum temperature (Table 3) at high EMR is able to
melt larger particles more completely reducing the number of defects
incorporated into printed parts and reducing variation in part
performance.

4.7. Critical analysis of the CCR

This work supports the hypothesis that the change in scaling rela-
tionship between mechanical properties and energy density coincides
with the transition to bubble diffusion physics at 0.835 dimensionless
neck radius. However, it should be noted that the framework is heavily
dependent on the accuracy and precision of the thermal camera used to
generate transient temperature profiles. Results discussed in Sections
4.1–4.6.2 use the mean of 28 transient temperature measurements.
For comparison, the minimum and maximum temperature and CCR
values for each corresponding EMR are included in Table 5.

The variability presented in Table 5 results from the combination of
machine and measurement variation. The main analysis has been per-
formed on themean of 28 replicates to reveal the statistically significant
polymer-processing relationship trends. This variabilitymay be reduced
by choosing amore complex thermal model to represent LPPBF, such as
including volumetric heat generation via finite element modeling [53].
Volumetric heat generation is a more realistic representation of LPPBF
than the assumption that all heat generation occurs through
Table 5
Minimum and maximummeasured powder bed surface temperatures and resultant CCR
for each EMR laser parameter combination.

Power
[W]

EMR Minimum
measured peak
temperature
[K] ([°C])

Minimum
CCR

Maximum
measured peak
temperature
[K] ([°C])

Maximum
CCR

3 0.25 434 (161) 0 447 (174) 0.06
7 0.59 440 (167) 0 451 (178) 0.16
13 1.09 446 (173) 0 462 (189) 1.66
18 1.51 452 (179) 0 473 (200) 1.75
25 2.09 469 (196) 1.21 490 (217) 1.91
28 2.34 471 (198) 1.24 485 (212) 1.32
30 2.51 474 (201) 1.24 485 (212) 1.45
35 2.93 486 (213) 1.30 502 (229) 1.56
45 3.77 511 (238) 1.59 529 (256) 1.81
55 4.60 530 (257) 1.77 554 (281) 1.94
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laser-polymer interactions at the powder bed surface and that the
bulk powder temperature remains constant throughout the build.
These assumptions become less valid for a build densely packed with
parts where the amount of input energy can greatly outpace thermal
diffusion in the powder bed increasing the overall bulk powder temper-
ature and not simply the local temperature increase discussed in
Section 2.2.

One aspect of caution observed in the ‘minimum’ columns in Table 5
is the minimum peak temperature for the samples 1.09 and 1.51 EMR
now fall below the end-of-melt temperature 463 K (190 °C) resulting
in CCRs of zero due to incomplete melting. For this work, the degree of
melting has been assumed to be the area percent of the DSCmelting en-
dotherm up to the average peak temperature affected by each laser set-
ting combination. The CCR framework currently makes an overly
simplistic assumption that the fractional melt behaves identically to a
complete melt. This is not likely to be accurate based on published in-
vestigations into partial melting in LPPBF by Zarringhalam, et al. [2,3].
Crystallization behavior from such partial melting would decrease the
time to physical gelation, especially if melting occurred in the core/
shell manner proposed by Zarringhalam, et al. [2]. Crystallization from
core/shell melting renders the bulk, simultaneous, and unimpinged nu-
cleation and growth assumptions of the Avrami equations less valid.
Rigorous verification of complete melting in a one-layer thick control
volume should include melting kinetics based on in situ x-ray scatter-
ing. Similarly, results from the UCM-model aremore reliable at temper-
atures above Tm

0 where the control volume is fully molten.
The current formof the CCRonly characterizes the polymer response

in terms of two-particle neck growth rate. This can be improved in a va-
riety of ways. Multi-particle modeling efforts, including the Farz factor
[54], should more accurately estimate the time to reach 0.94 relative
density. The timescale of polymer response response should be ex-
panded to include the kinetics of melting and JKR theory for initial elas-
tic neck formation between particles as a prelude to viscous
coalescence. Such work follows a different set of governing physics, as
has been discussed by Jagota, et al. [55]. Work by Eggers, et al. [56]
and Benedetti, et al. [57] have demonstrated the importance of the ini-
tial period of particle contact (rneck ≤ 0.1) on the rate and extent of fu-
sion. Their work is based on the Stokes equations instead of UCM, and
indicates the actual shape, and therefore area, of the contact area be-
tween two particles resembles a toroid instead of the simple curvature
assumed by the Bellehumuer, et al. and Scribben, et al. models used in
the present work. Expanding the CCR framework to include detailed in-
formation regarding the initial stages of coalescence would improve ac-
curacy and likely narrow data scatter especially of low laser energy, low
surface temperature parameter combinations.
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5. Conclusions

This work focused on understanding the relationship between tran-
sient temperature profiles produced by the print settings on the fusion
response of nylon-12 powder in most prevalent form of polymer pow-
der bed fusion (PBF), laser polymer powder bed fusion (LPPBF). This
was accomplished through predicting the extent of coalescence using
the Upper-convected Maxwell equations and physical gelation using
Lauritzen-Hoffman and Avrami equations. The predicted extent of coa-
lescence was compared against the theoretical transition in consolida-
tion physics at 94% relative density (i.e., 0.835 dimensionless neck
radius) to calculate the “critical coalescence ratio” (CCR) for ten combi-
nations of laser parameter values. Parameter value combinations
achieving a CCR greater than 1 were observed to print parts with me-
chanical properties inside the plateau region and greater than 94% rela-
tive density, just as hypothesized. The reported results support use of
the CCR as a method for validating laser parameter value combinations
to achieve parts of maximum performance.

The threshold where CCR = 1 at 2.16 EMR was found to accurately
predict 94% relative density in printed parts for nylon-12 at given pro-
cessing conditions. The predicted threshold of 2.16 EMR falls in between
the studied process parameter combinations of 2.09 EMR, which was
found to produce parts of 0.928 relative density, and 2.34 EMR, which
was found to produce parts of 0.952 relative density. This same transi-
tion window between 2.09 and 2.34 EMR was observed to coincide
with the onset of performance property plateau for ultimate tensile
strength and elongation at break for nylon-12 printed at the chosen pa-
rameter combinations. The observed onset of performance property
plateau was also found to agree with data published in prior literature.
This trend is hypothesized to be consistent for any performance prop-
erty dictated by density; however, the value of 2.16 EMR is specific to
nylon-12. Major contributing factors to the CCR calculation, such as
thermal response to laser irradiation, viscoelastic properties, and crys-
tallization kinetics, are highly dependent on polymer chemical compo-
sition and architecture. The major contribution of this manuscript is
outlining the framework and methodology for calculating the CCR for
any polymer.

Discussion of the CCR concept in this manuscript addresses short-
comings in the energymelt ratio's (EMR) framework for process param-
eter value selection based solely on polymer melting behavior. Namely,
CCR aids in addressing why viable parts are not generated at EMR = 1,
and why there is an increasing trend in mechanical properties followed
by a plateau region with increasing EMR prior to EMRdeg. The founda-
tional theory to the CCR provides a connection to quantify the polymer's
response to imposed laser heating. Providing energy to melt the poly-
mer is required, but additional energy to overcome barriers to coales-
cence (e.g., biaxial extensional viscosity) is also required.

Choosing the CCR to be a ratio of characteristic timescales
emphasizes the time-dependent nature of viscoelastic coalescence.
The same energy density delivered through multiple combinations
of component parameters has been shown to affect different struc-
tures and properties of printed parts. It is expected that the transient
temperature profiles used to determine the CCR will show differ-
ences in equivalent energy densities obtained by varying more
than laser power. Future work should validate this hypothesis. This
being said, time-independent energy barriers to fusion, such as
latent heat of melting and activation energy for flow, are important
factors to consider when selecting print settings. In this way, the
CCR framework complements the EMR.

All mechanical properties are negatively effected by defects, such
as porosity, however, they are each positively effected by different
complementary polymer characteristics. Future work should inves-
tigate the sensitivity of different mechanical properties to coales-
cence relative to other factors, like crystallinity. For bulk molding
techniques, tensile strength and modulus have been shown to posi-
tively scale with increasing crystallinity, while elongation tends to
14
negatively scale with crystallinity [58]. These properties will scale
with density to an extent, however, each mechanical property may
approach bulk density at a different CCR. The CCR approach would
benefit from including the time for chain re-entanlgement, such as
proposed by Baird, et al. [59], and implemented for material extru-
sion additive manufacturing by Gilmer, et al. [60].
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